
Classics...OMER and the Beanstalk Virtual/Online Competition Forms Membership Name:
Steam Studio

Number:  38105 Division: 2

Team List Form

1. A brief description of the youngster and creative host:

Youngster: The youngster part is played as a princess. She starts out as being rude and mean,
she feels as if she’s better than everyone else. She is disrespectful to her mother and to the
citizens of her village. After visiting storybook land, she learns multiple lessons that make her
realize that she had to change the way she behaved. She then becomes sweet and caring.
Creative Host: The creative host is the “Storyman”. He is dressed in a jacket and top hat made
from storybook fabric and book pages. He guides the princess throughout Storybook land by
showing her specific characters from the two stories (the Lion with the red eyes and the Hallah).
He sings to her to help explain the life lessons. We wrote parodies of songs for the Storyman to
sing to the princess.  One of them is a parody of “The Lion sleeps Tonight” and one is a parody
of “Let It Go” from frozen.  He also introduces himself to the princess by singing a parody of
“The Candyman Can” (The Storyman Can).

2. The stories selected:

The stories we chose were: “The Lion with Red Eyes” and “The Three Brothers and the Golden
Apple.”

Here is the link to the Lion With The Red Eyes story that we used:
https://worldstories.org.uk/reader/the-lion-with-the-red-eyes/english/440#

And here is the link to The 3 Brothers and the Golden apple:
https://spellbinders.org/story/the-three-brothers-and-the-golden-apple/

3. The characters and objects that inspired the artistic representations from each selected
story:

The Lion from the story "The Lion with the Red Eyes'' was obviously inspired by Badhoon, the
lion from that story. We also had a skyline of a village that Badhoon had lived in. The Hallah on
the third side of the background was inspired by the Hallah from the story "The Three Brothers
and the Golden Apple." The tree and the apples on it were from the apple tree from the same
story.

4. A brief description of the artistic representations and how ARM & HAMMER® Baking
Soda was used in them or to create them:

The first baking soda project were the golden apples/green leaves from the tree. The golden
apples were made of resin, baking soda, and gold glitter. We added equal amounts of resin and
hardener and then we added a little gold glitter. The apples looked very unrealistic though
because you could see through them quite easily, so we added the baking soda to create a

https://worldstories.org.uk/reader/the-lion-with-the-red-eyes/english/440#


cloudier effect to make the apples more realistic. We made the green leaves the same way: by
adding together resin, hardener, green paint, and baking soda. In the leaves, the baking soda
actually rose up and the leaves didn’t harden all the way so they were a little bent and curvy.
This made the leaves look more realistic.  The second baking soda project was the dragon that
burns the village in the Three Brothers and the Golden Apple. I used paper to make wing and
tail templates and then made a baking soda paste with clay and shaped that to look like the
skeleton of the wings and glued that over the template. I added baking soda to red paint and
painted the whole dragon. I shaped the body out of wood and more baking soda mixture and
then glued that on top of the wings and painted it. We added a metal pole to the back on a
hook so the dragon could fly around the village while the lion tells his story.

5. When in the performance the set piece or prop growing/appearing to grow will occur:

The prop that will appear to be growing will be the beanstalk. The beanstalk is made out of two
really wide pieces of ribbons. One of the ribbons is painted to look like it matches exactly with
the background and the other ribbon is painted to look like a beanstalk. It will start growing after
the princess throws her bean onto the soil (which is a tissue box glued onto the bottom of the
beanstalk). It will look as if a beanstalk is actually growing out of the ground, but in reality the
ribbon, which is wrapped around the background, will be pulled from the back of the
background. It will work like a conveyor belt would at the grocery store, but it will create the
effect that a real life beanstalk is growing.

6. The signal our team will use to indicate we have finished our performance is:

When we have finished our performance all team members will say “Time.”

NOTE: These forms may be re-created, but required information cannot be changed.



OMer and the Beanstalk/Online Competition Forms Cost Form
Team members must complete this form and list all items used in the presentations of their
problem solution, including those exempt from cost and assigned a value. Adults may help fill it
out for Division I team members only. Do not include sales tax.

Name of Item        Used For (e.g. costumes, props, all areas)        Value (used value)
1. 9 Wood pieces Background frame $18
2. Lots of cardboard Background Free-recyclable
3. Paper from cereal boxes Lion Mane Free
4. White Dress base Costume for princess $6
5. old purple dress (queen base)Costume for queen $7
6. Old White blouse Costume for beggar girl $0.50
7. Ribbons Costume for queen $0.25
8. Tulle (Sheer fabric) Costume for Queen cape $0.50
9. Elastic Costume for Queen Cape $0.10
10. Construction Paper Costume for Queen’s crown                    Free-recyclable
11. Bottle caps Costume for Queen’s crown $2
12. Beads Costume for Queen’s Crown $0.50
13. Resin Background - golden apples and green leaves            $5
14. Thick/wide Ribbon Background - Beanstalk $6
15. Old bath bomb container Round object(necklace) free
16. String                                    Round object(necklace) $1
17. Glitter                                   Round object(necklace) $0.25
18. Duct tape                              Round object(necklace) $0.10
19. Small hinge                          Round object(necklace) $0.25
20. Two old skirts                        Costume for beggar girl $2.00($1 each)
21. Velcro                                    Costume for beggar girl                              $0.50
22. Elastic                                   Costume for beggar girl                             $0.50
23. Thread                                 Costume for beggar girl                              $0.30
24. Old fabric                             Costume for beggar girl                              $3.00
25. Old dress                              Costume for beggar girl                             $2.00
26. Ribbon                                  Costume for beggar girl                             $0.10
27. Paint                                      Kingdom background                                $3.00
28. Cardstock                              Kingdom background $1.50
29. Tissue box(free)                    Kingdom background free
30. Mini picture frame glass Kingdom background $0.25
31. Clear glue/food coloring        Kingdom background $0.25
32. Styrofoam ball                         Kingdom background $0.05
33. Pillow filling                             Kingdom background                                $0.25
34. Green Clay for bean bean .50
35. Sculpting clay                           Hoopoe bird $1.50
36. Feathers                                   Hoopoe bird                                             $0.25
37. Beads                                       Hoopoe bird $.05
38. Feathers Hallah Background $10
39. Bird skeleton-halloween storeHallah background $4
40. Clay for hallah Hallah background $1



41. Paint for Hallah (red, orange)Hallah background $1
42. Shoe boxes Hallah Tree free
43. Bubble wrap Hallah tree free
44. Paper grocery bags Hallah tree free
45. Paint - brown/black and greenHallah Tree $2
46. Old jacket storyman costume $2
47. Book fabric Storyman costume $6
48. Old magician top hat storyman costume $1
49. Old Dr, Suess books storyman costume $0.50
50. Lion face lion background $1
51. Dead looking bushes lion $2
52. Cereal boxes lion mane free
53. Paint lion $2
54. Hot glue lion and hallah $4--
55. Gold glitter golden apples $.50
56. Clay for dragon red dragon $2
57. Baking soda for dragon and apples and leaves $3
58. Old wood block red dragon $.50
59. Paper red dragon $.25
60. Broken Metal pole dragon $.25
61. Red paint dragon $0.50
62. Green paint background of lion $1
63. Fake fur lion main $3
64. Screws for the background wood background $2
65. Zip ties to hold background pieces together $3
66. Beads for lion background #2
67. Red lights for lion background $2
68. Wood plank for hallah branchbackground $1
69. Leftover easter grass background $1
70. Popsicle sticks drawbridge $1
71. Ribbon for dress costume $1
72. Foam lion teeth $.25
73. Orange lights fire background $1
74. Blue fabric background-river $1
75. Coffee filters background-waterfall .25
76. Pink fabric princess costume $2
77. PINK RIBBONS princess costume $2

TOTAL VALUE OF MATERIALS USED = ____$116.95__________



OMer and the Beanstalk/Online Competition Forms Style Form
Team members must complete this form. Adults may help fill it out for Division I team members
only. *Note that no element scored in the Long Term problem may be selected.

Style Category Possible Points Points Awarded
(Team fills in #1 to #4) (Judge fills in)  (If the category is “Free choice of team,” do not include
anything that is scored in long-term problem scoring.)

1.Creative use of a round object in the performance:
The round object is a necklace. It was made out of an old bath bomb container and I added a
hinge and glitter. In our story, the princess (the youngster) collects things from each location in
storybook land and puts it in the necklace. It represents the lessons she learns. She collected a
golden apple from the Hallah and a red gem from the Lion with the red eyes.  These lessons
cause a change in her, and by giving it to the beggar girl character, it causes her to change, so
her dress transforms.

2.Artistic quality of a set piece or prop in the storybook land (excluding the required artistic
representations in B5f)
The Lion with the Red Eyes background.
I made the frame for the background out of wood and then glued on cardboard so it had a
sturdy base. I made the face of the lion and then used many different things for the mane like
painted cereal boxes, and dead looking bushes and fur. I glued on zip ties as whiskers and
beads to make the eyes and then added red lights behind the eyes that light up when the lion is
telling his story/lesson.  The lion talks by using hinges on the lower jaw and string that Noah
pulls down when the lion is talking. Underneath the lion we made a skyline of the village in the
story and it has flames because it shows that the dragon lit the whole village on fire.  The flames
light up with orange lights. There is also a river and waterfall. We also added leaves we cut out
on the top of the background to show that the lion lived in the jungle when he was banished.

3. Free choice:
Transformation dress. At the beginning, she has a plain, dirty dress because she is poor, but
then towards the end her dress transforms to a princess dress. I used old fabric and a dress that
I outgrew with a pattern I chose. One that was sewn, I had to make the transformation dress. I
used two old skirts and an old shirt. I first sewed the two skirts together at the waist. I then took
the shirt and cut in in half so that I had a front half and a back half. The next thing I had to do is
sew Velcro on the edges of the shirt on the top around the neck, on top and under my sleeves,
and down the sides. Then I had to sew the shirt to one of the skirts while the shirt was put
together. The final step was putting elastic on the inside from the bottom of the middle skirt to
the top of the middle skirt. This made it so when I transformed, it wouldn’t hit the ground. To
transform, I pull out from the sides of the shirt and spin. As you spin, the nice dress unravels,
and it is the only one showing.

4. Free choice:
The Artistic Quality of the Hallah (the colorful bird). We made the hallah by starting with an old
bird plastic skeleton as a base.  We added clay tot he skeleton to give the hallah a body and
then painted the body.  Because the Hallah is not a real bird, we were able to just use our



imagination about what it would look like.  We decided to add feathers in reds, oranges, and
yellows and also added gold since the Hallah has daughters that only eat golden apples.  Our
whole team cut out feathers and added them to the hallah and we also painted feathers with
unique patterns and added those too.  We used a piece of wood for the branch and added clay
and shaped it and painted it like a branch.  The Hallah’s feet are glued into the branch.  We
used old easter grass to add “moss” to the branch. We used ribbons and curled them to look
like a big flowing tail and the ribbons also cover up the opening Noah uses to get in and out of
the background (like a door).  The Hallah talks using it’s hinged jaw.  We glued a wooden
skewer to the bottom of its jaw and then threaded it through the body of the bird so that when
Noah is inside the background he can push and pull on it to make the jaw move while he talks.

5. Overall effect of the four Style elements in the performance.  Briefly tell how the four Style
elements combine to enhance the long-term problem solution. Please print or type and use only
the space below.
The necklace has a big effect on the performance because it shows that the princess is
collecting lessons from storybook land and then using that in her regular land to change her
kingdom. The lion background is important to the skit because without it there would not be a
story about the lion! The lion teaches the princess not to care about people’s looks only.  The
transformation dress (Sidney's dress) is important because it shows how the princess uses the
lessons to change the people who she is supposed to be taking care of because she is the
princess and needs to care for the people in her land. The Hallah is important because without it
we wouldn;t be able to tell the story about the golden apples and help the princess learn her
lesson that she should help those in need.

1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10
1. ___________ 2. ___________ 3. ___________ 4. ___________ 5. ___________

TOTAL STYLE SCORE =
(Maximum possible = 50 points)



OMer and the Beanstalk/Online Competition Forms Outside Assistance Form

We understand that it is against the rules for anyone other than the team members to design,
build or present the long-term problem solution.
We understand that any team member who was ever on our team must remain on our roster
and will count as a team member.
We realize that we may get instruction in various areas of design and construction or in
performance techniques, but know that these instructions may not be specific to the long-term
problem solution. By signing below, we testify that we have followed all of the rules regarding
outside assistance. If there are any exceptions, we have listed those.
WE HAD HELP WITH: (Please describe any assistance with your specific problem solution if
you had any. State NONE if no assistance was received. Also, please list names of former team
members no longer on your team (if the roster exceeds seven) and when they last worked with
the team.

NONE

Coach # 1 Sara� Ezol�
Coach # 2 none
Coach # 3 none

Team Member: Noa� E. Ezo�� Grade: 6th grade Birthday: April 4th, 2009
Team Member: Sidney Rice Grade: 6 Birthday: June 13, 2008
Team Member:Luca Boudreau Grade: 7 Birthday: February 4, 2008
Team Member: Kimaya Matai Grade: 7 Birthday: October 5, 2008

Team Member: Dominic Dent Grade: 6 Birthday: 11/14/2008

Team Member: Sofia Dent Grade: 6th Birthday: November 14, 2008



Classics...OMer and the Beanstalk/Online Competition Forms
Team script
(Copy + paste script & add pages as needed! Please use at least 10-pt font.)

OM 6th/7th Team Script 2020-2021

Kimaya: Hello! I’m going to tell you the story of a bratty, mean, ungrateful princess. My daughter!
Dominic: Here yee! Here yee, this is an official message from the Queen! The princess gets
whatever she wants! No surprise there! But you know what is a surprise? My salary! I get paid
so little to come out here everyday! I-
*Kimaya pushes him away
Sofia: MOM! I’M GOING TO BUY STUFF I DON’T NEED. GIVE ME MONEY!
*Kimaya (The queen) hands Sofia some money
Sofia: Only this much? What am I?? A peasant?
*Sofia starts walking on the street and sees a beggar girl
Sofia: (meanly) What’s in your hand?
Sidney: Nothing…
Sofia *with more inflection*:  I said, what’s in your hand?! Give it to me!
*Sofia snatches it out of her hand
Sidney: You’ll be sorry!
*Sofia glances down at the bean
Sofia: Oh. It’s just a measly bean.
*Sofia throws the bean, the beanstalk GROWS, sofia looks in amazement.
Sofia: A beanstalk??  MY beanstalk!!
Sidney: It was my bean, so that makes it MY beanstalk! This was the only thing I had and you
took it away from me!
Sofia: I planted it! Also, I get whatever I want, and I want this beanstalk. So it's mine!*Sofia
starts climbing the beanstalk.
---------------------------------------------------------------
Background turns to second side (with lion)
---------------------------------------------------------------
Luca: Welcome to storybook land!!!!
Luca: Who can take a font size and some letters too. Put it all together and write a storybook or
two. The story man.
(Sofia starts dancing along as if she knows the song)
Sofia: Who can take a shadow. Give it wings to fly. Soak it in some ink and then let it dry the
story man
Luca: Welcome to the land above the beanstalk, more commonly known as Storybook land! I
am the Story Man!  And who are you?
Sofia: I am the princess of the land below. What do you think I look like, a poor beggar girl?
Luca: It wouldn’t matter what you look like, you shouldn’t judge a storybook by it’s cover, in fact I
think that I know someone who can tell you about that.
Noah:  (Bahdoon the lion): Hello! I’m Bahdoon.  You may know me, I’m kind of a hero around
here.



Sofia: Oh yeah, if you’re such a big deal, how come I have never heard about you? What makes
you a hero?
Noah: Oh, well, you know. I just saved my village from a terrifying fire breathing dragon. That’s
all. Would ya like to hear?
Sofia: Not really-(Gets cut off by Bahdoon)
Noah: I was born with red eyes.  (turns on eyes) I was different. The other lions couldn’t handle
my unique qualities! So they abandoned me in the jungle. I was left alone. WITH NOTHING!
And I could tell they didn’t want to see me.. So I went far away from where they left me. But I
knew I had to survive. I scavenged for food for years! I always kept my village in my heart. One
night, I heard a sound. My village! They were under attack! I had to do something! So I did the
only thing I could do.. I searched for the village, and I eventually found it! When I arrived, there
was a dragon!. I burst into action and attacked it! He didn’t even put up a good fight! There was
absolutely no competition between me and him.
Luca: In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the lion with red eyes. In the jungle, the quiet  jungle, the
lion starts to cry .
Sofia: Near the village, the peaceful village, the Dragon attacks tonight. Near the village, the
quiet village, He attacks under moonlight.
Luca: Hush my darling  don’t fear my darling the light ignites the night. hush my darling don’t
fear my darling the lion protects tonight. ♫
Noah: Don’t judge anyone by how they look and I know you do that. Well anyway, I can’t stay
here for very long. If I don't watch over the village everyone could be in danger. Take this gem, I
found it in a cave when I was alone. It represents my unique eyes and will remind you of my
lesson.
---------------------------------------------------------------
*Background turns to third side (with hallah)
---------------------------------------------------------------
Luca: Oh look another friend has joined us.
Noah (Hallah): Hi, I am the hallah and welcome to my land.
Sofia: And what did you do? (With no sarcasm)
Noah: I didn’t do anything special. Many moons ago there were three brothers. They had a
golden apple tree. I was taking care of three little girls who could only eat gold. The apples had
filled up the girls for one year, and then they would need one next year.  However the three
brothers were greedy and selfish and wanted to keep the golden apples for themselves, so
every year one brother went out to get a golden apple and all failed but the youngest brother
had succeeded tremendously and had really hurt me. I left for one second, and the girls were
gone! He kidnapped them… They were the only things I had left. Any who, always put others
before yourself. You know what? I think this is the perfect opportunity for a song!
Luca: The apple shines bright on the tree tonight, not a dark spot to be seen..
Sofia: A kingdom of selfish people and it looks like he's the beast.
Luca: His call is howling like a brewing storm inside.
Sofia: Has to keep them safe, keep the girls inside.
Luca: He has to steal, steal from the tree.
Sofia:   Has to feed his tiny daughters 3.
Luca: His claws of steel, won't let them go. But they don't know! ♫
Sofia: Soooo….others are just as important as me?, like that beggar girl?



Noah: Yes, and you should always try to lend a helping hand, no matter who they are.  Take this
golden apple to remember that everyone matters.
Sofia: So he’s just going to leave us?
Luca: I guess so. And it’s probably time for you to return to your own land, and use what you
have learned to help your people.
Sofia: Thank you for guiding me through the storybook land.  You helped me realize what I was
doing wrong and I appreciate it. Goodbye.
Luca: Goodbye
--------------------------------------------------------------
Turns to first side
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Sofia climbs down the beanstalk
Beggar Girl: Oh look who's back. Where did you go?
Sofia: I just visited a magical storybook land.
Beggar Girl: Suuuure you did (eye roll).
Sofia: I really did!  And I learned a lot.  I’m really sorry that I judged you and didn;t try to help
you.  I’m the princess and it's my job to make my land a better place. Is there any way that I can
make it up to you?
Sidney: There’s nothing you have that I want.Sofia: Well here's a gift (Open necklace to show
inside, give to Sidney). These items represent the lessons I learned! This is a golden apple and
a red gem from Storybook Land. (give to Sidney)
Sidney: Really?For me??
Sofia: Yes! Of course! (dress change)
Sidney: The magic from Storybook Land has transformed me.  And you.
Dominic: Here yee! Here yee! The Princess is no longer a spoiled brat and my salary is still not
high enough.
*Kimaya storms over to Sofia
Kimaya:Where have you been? I have been looking for you!
Sofia: I'm sorry mother. I just learned a really useful lesson
(Kimaya looks around and says…)
Kimaya: Oh really? What was it then?
Sofia: It was-
Dominic- Here yee! Here yee! Never judge a book by it’s cover, and always try to help people
out if you can.
Kimaya: Oh! I forgot to mention! Your salary just got raised by 1 cent!
Dominic: Yes! Finally, I have been waiting for the longest…(he says in a relieved and excited
voice)
Everyone together: TIME!!



PENNSYLVANIA ODYSSEY OF THE MIND

COVID-19 Guidelines Compliance Form

Long-Term Problem _OMER and the beanstalk   Division __2

Membership Name Steam Studio Membership Number 38105 City Wexford

State/Prov. PA Country USA .

In order to run a safe and fair competition, we require teams to follow all local, state, and CDC COVID-19
guidelines, including any applicable masking and social distancing guidelines, when preparing for and
competing in Pennsylvania Odyssey of the Mind tournaments presented by Creativity Unlimited in
Pennsylvania. Per the Program Guide and Virtual Tournament Procedures, teams should not consider
putting their health at risk for the sake of their solutions. Submission requirements allow extra time for
teams to show the judges specifics about their solutions and to explain elements which might otherwise
get lost in a virtual solution. Teams or team-members not following COVID-19 guidelines in solving or
presenting their solutions could be subject to penalties. Please know, judging panels are excited to
thoroughly review your submission materials and to understand what you have created.

By signing below, we testify we have followed all COVID-19 local, State and CDC guidelines during the
preparation and recording of our submission for a Pennsylvania Odyssey of the Mind tournament
presented by Creativity Unlimited in Pennsylvania.
Please use the space below to clarify any actions in your submission which need to be explained.

Coach # 1 Sarah Ezolt
Team Member: Noah Ezolt
Team Member : Dominic Dent
Team Member: Sofia Dent
Team Member: Luca Boudreau
Team Member: Kimaya Matai
Team Member: Sidney Rice
Team Member __________________________

PENNSYLVANIA ODYSSEY OF THE MIND
Presented by the entirely volunteer, nonprofit organization Creativity Unlimited in

Pennsylvania paodyssey.com | AskOMER@paodyssey.com

CLARIFICATIONS



>From: Noah Ezolt ( TEAM MEMBER )

>Email: sarahezolt@gmail.com

>Problem: Problem 3 ( division 2 )

>Member: STEAM STUDIO

>Membership #: 38105 ( PA )

>Submitted on: 11/15/2020

>

>Hello,

>Our team was wondering of the creative host can also be one of the two characters from the
storybooks?

> For example, we want our creative host to be the Lion from the "Lion With the Red Eyes". Is
that ok?

>

No - B5 - There must be a creative host character (c). In addition there must be two characters from the
selected stories(e).

>Thank you,

>Noah


